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Whiskey aficionados are sure to 
appreciate irish Whiskey stones, made 
from connemara marble and designed to 
keep your drink cool Without diluting the 
flavour. We spoke to master stone mason 
eric byrne

How did Irish Whiskey Stones come about? 
The idea of whiskey stones or chilling stones is 
actually an ancient Scandinavian tradition of using 
small pebbles to chill spirits rather than pieces of 

ice, as when ice melts the beverage is diluted and 
this can affect the balance of flavours of the drink 
and diminish the enjoyment of it. The develop-
ment of Irish Whiskey Stones originated from a 
collaboration between our business Hennessy 
& Byrne and design business Makers & Brothers 
back in 2012.

What is the process for making the stones? 
The whiskey stones are made from authentic 
Connemara Marble which is sourced from Joyce’s 

Klara Heron meets the entrepreneurs behind the rock solid craft 
businesses using stone and slate to make beautiful home accessories 

solid
creations

the hammond family have been master slate 
craftsmen since the 18th century, so While it may 
have been a happy accident that started their 
homeWare accessories line slated, it Was a natural 
one for tara hammond, Who runs the business With 
her husband, ed

How did Slated come about? In 2010 during a family gather-
ing, I created a freshly cut slate as a table runner and we be-
came intrigued by the possibilities of slate tableware. My cousin 
was a chef and requested serving plates for his restaurant. It 
was then we began to properly research the idea. Food safety 
compliance and finish was of the utmost importance. We also 
felt it was an amazing way to give the family trade a new edge, 
while keeping the traditional methods alive – the Hammond 
family have been master slate craftsmen since the 18th century.

What is the process for creating your products? The 
irregularities and different colour and mineral content of the 
stone make slate a beautiful natural product to design with, and 
each piece is perfectly unique. Utilising the traditional meth-
ods, artisan techniques and of course the original 150-year-old 
slater’s knife, each piece from the Slated range is meticulously 
handcrafted to enhance the originality and natural elegance of 
the collection. This is the distinct advantage that Slated has, 
because all of our pieces are hand-cut we can produce different 
shapes and sizes and this is what makes our bespoke service 
thrive. 

What inspires your designs? Our designs are inspired by the 
beauty of the stone and additional materials which complement 
it. We put meticulous research into the production of each new 
range. The marriage of natural materials is fascinating, especially 
when they flatter each other perfectly. Our copper and slate 
candle holders have been a huge success, as have our range of 
wood and slate products, the newest being our Lazy Susan. All 
of our designs benefit from the time and care taken in creating 
them. We are currently working on a new product that is six 
months in the making as we keep tweaking until we are sure it 
is a very special piece. 
www.slated.ie
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